APPLICATION FORM: GLOBAL TRAINING PROGRAMME 2017-2018 – INTERNSHIP INFORMATION
CORPORATIVE INFORMATION
Name of the company

NOAHH bv (Network Oriented Architecture)

Contact Person

Ilse Bakker

Location

Country

Netherlands

City

Amsterdam

Address

Baarsjesweg 224-5

Sector

Email:

Architecture

PROPOSED INTERNHISP INFORMATION
Number of trainees to host

1
Si al finalizar los 6 primeros meses la empresa y el becario desean prorrogar la
estancia, la empresa ofrece la posibilidad de prorrogar la estancia hasta 6 meses
más.

Extra months
Extension time (extra months
and salary) OPTIONAL
SEE DOCUMENT:
“FORM 2_Global Training 2017 Monthly
payment for
extension preliminary
extra months
agreement”
(between 01358€/month)

Al finalizar los 6 primeros meses, la empresa ofrece la posibilidad de prorrogar la
estancia varios meses con la siguiente mensualidad (a día de hoy):
€1358 per month or more

INTERNSHIP/PLACEMENT INFORMATION
Department
(in case you want more than 1 trainee, indicate the Architecture-Research-Urban-Interior (depending on the work we have)
different departments where they will work)
The activities vary in our office, since we prefer to have a flexible broad team that
Description of project/activities
can shift easily if needed. So it can be that this person works in all fields during the
(in case you want more than 1 trainee, indicate the
internship (designing, drawing, 3D-modeling/presentations, research, urban plans,
different projects/activities on which they will
technical drawings etc.) We do strive to not shift fields or tasks every day/week to
work)
enable people to really understand the project-situation.
COMPETENCES, SKILLS and EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS

Requested profile(s) information
(Studies, previous experience, language skills,
other skills…)

Character: We search a venturous/curious person who is willing to learn; a flexible
teamplayer, motivated to give an innovative input
Previous experience: A (diploma of a ) study that is related to our workfiled
Language skills Reasonable knowledge of english
Computerskills (minimum) AutoCAD, Photoshop/Adobe CC series, Sketchup(Vray)
(optional but prefered) Archicad, Rhino (Vray)

Other commentaries
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPANY/INSTITUTION

LOGO

WEBSITE

www.noahh.nl
Amsterdam is the capital of the Netherlands. It is a vibrant city with many inhabitants from all
over the world. Despite its size, it doesn’t feel huge and one can really feel at home fast. The
city is really open and if you want and feel like it; making new friends is very well possible. As
in every big city, less good things happen in Amsterdam, but generally it is a very safe city with
many parks and we even have the Amsterdam Forest. We have many festivals.They say it
rains a lot in Holland and despite that of course we have our rainy days or periods; in general
we have many rainless and even sunny days. Summer can be even hot by times.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY AND The public transport is very good; Bus, tram, metro and train take you everywhere if needed
and since Holland is not so big- you can easily plan daytrips to other cities. Next to that;
THE AREA WHERE THE
COMPANY/ISTITUTION IS LOCATED Amsterdam is the city of bikes, so if you practice a bit; you can save some money because the
public transport isn’t the cheapest.
(General information about SECURITY,
ACCOMODATION, PUBLIC
If you want a room/house under 600 euro per month; the best thing is to arrange a flat when
TRANSPORT…)
you arrive (this was explained by our foreign employees) and stay a little while in
hotels/hostels or air bnb-places. Searching something from abroad is not so easy.
Our office is situated in the West part of Amsterdam in the neighborhood called ‘The Baarsjes’
and it takes around 10 minutes to really get into the citycentre from there. There is
supermarket close to our office, a bakery, 2-3 coffee places, a bar/restaurant and several
tram/busstops are closeby. Special is that we are situated on the fifth floor of a former
municipaly office building, so we have an almost 360 degrees view over the skyline of
Amsterdam and thus a very bright and light office.
NOAHH = Network Oriented Architecture.
NOAHH is an all-round international operating architectural office and was founded by Patrick
Fransen in 2014. NOAHH is like AHH a continuation of the former office of Architectuurstudio
Herman Hertzberger in which Patrick Fransen is partner since 2007. NOAHH is a leading Dutch
expert in theatres, performing arts and music centres. Our networking attitude creates
successful frequent collaborations with local experts and partners.
Patrick Fransen
Patrick Fransen (1967; graduated with honours in TU Eindhoven) has a wide experience
managing and guiding large teams of architects and experts working together closely. This
experience resulted in a more networking-oriented attitude and the need for an in-depth
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE
research into this way of working. By creating NOAHH, he was able to explore this way of
COMPANY/INSTITUTION
working more thoroughly. Surrounded by a young international team of designers and
technical experts, NOAHH can serve clients in several fields and countries in Europe.
Strenghts/ Experience/ Specialisation
NOAHH is specialized in complex projects, such as cultural and leisure buildings, spatial
organisation and multifunctional accommodations of different sizes. The International
Education and Culture Cluster (OCC) in The Hague and the Music Centre TivoliVredenburg in
Utrecht are recent examples of its designing ability. TivoliVredenburg won the Rietveld Award
2015 and was also nominated for the Mies Award 2015. We believe in the social aspects of the
architecture and urbanism. The projects are always the result of an intensive, service-oriented
interaction with our clients, our partners, the budget and the project context.
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We have a flexible circle of independent employees (15-20)

MAIN ACTIVITY OF THE
COMPANY/INSTITUTION

Architecture, but we also do urban and interior design. We work on projects from first sketch
to the physical opening of the building.

A BRIEF EXPLANATION OF MAIN
PROJECTS

Our portfolio and interest is mainly focused on cultural and education buildings in various
scales from 100 to 50000 m2. Next to that we are also experienced in commercial-, utilityand housing projects. The most important thing is that we can work on the social aspect of a
building or urban plan.

PREVIOUS COLLABORATION IN
INTERNSHIP/TRAINING
PROGRAMMES?

Yes (Eure-S, Eramus) and next to that we had many interns through our network, directly
from universities or because of direct applications, working at our office during the past years
and also before at Architectuurstudio Herman Hertzberger (AHH)

OTHER COMMENTARIES
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